Xpert® Xpress Flu/RSV

Fast Diagnosis When it Matters Most
The Need

- In patients of all ages, influenza and RSV often present with similar clinical symptoms, making it difficult to differentiate between the two infections¹
- Sensitivities of Rapid EIA Flu tests range from 50-70%²
- Sensitivities of Rapid Antigen RSV tests average 29% in adults³
- Both Rapid EIA and Antigen manufacturers suggest confirming negative results with RT-PCR or culture²
- Rapid RSV tests may have age limitations⁴

The Solution

- Accurate and reliable detection of Flu A, Flu B and RSV in as soon as 20 minutes*
- Enables healthcare providers to quickly deliver targeted therapies
- Streamlines laboratory operations
- Improves patient satisfaction

The Impact

Single-test confidence will accelerate your laboratory’s workflow with on-demand, random-access flexibility. Combine performance with the capability to run other Xpert® tests (including GBS, MRSA, C. difficile, CT/NG, and MTB/RIF) on Cepheid’s GeneXpert® System to achieve proven productivity increases in overall laboratory service.⁵-⁹

Be Proactive

- Achieve rapid results and improve patient management
- Early assay termination option: deliver positive results in as soon as 20 minutes* and negative results in 30 minutes
- Quickly deliver targeted therapies and increase peace of mind for patients

* For positive Flu only or RSV only. Reporting negatives and combined reporting in 30 minutes.
**Impact on Outpatient Pathway**

**Improving Patient Satisfaction**
Xpert® Xpress Flu/RSV provides medically actionable and timely information to clinicians to support improved patient management and antibiotic and antiviral stewardship.

**Impact on Patient Admission & Management at Emergency Department**

IC – Infection Control; ID – Infectious Disease

* For positive Flu only or RSV only. Reporting negatives and combined reporting in 30 minutes.
Xpert Xpress Flu/RSV is a qualitative real-time PCR test providing accurate detection of Flu A, Flu B, and/or RSV in as soon as 20 minutes*.

Xpert Xpress Flu/RSV (10 tests)  ......................................................... XPRSFLU/RSV-CE-10

* For positive Flu only or RSV only. Reporting negatives and combined reporting in 30 minutes.
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